Theorem 1.
Let /(#), #00 and cOO be functions which satisfy the following conditions, i) /00» #00 and cOO vanish outside a bounded set ii) Si£ a /l^£ 2 (£ 3 )
,al<2
iii) #(#);>0, cOO^O, «^rf £/*£y are bounded functions. 2) The case when 600=0,
And let u(x,
0
Lemma 2.
Green operators of LI 00, where -flT f -is 7i or /. where
Since we can regard the above equality as Fourier transform from (s 2 , s 8 ) to (# 2 , # 3 ), using Plancherel's theorem, we have the following inequality.
•' V *y "3 / >"lV^lj ^2> ^sy j wo2M'03_\a 11 y i t-oi, 02 I t-~^ j 03 I i>~ I I J J -oo \ ^TT ZTT / I also using Plancherel's theorem on (j 2 , j3)-^(s ; In the same manner with 2°, using Plancherel's theorem and Lemma 4, ii), we have
In the same manner we have the estimates of other S(---)(^)/, that is,
Thus, from (3.2), (3.4), (3.6) and (3.7) we can estimate R(£)f as following.
(t.j.k)
Hence
Where A = a + fft -d<a<N, p^N and r = -/3~<5 + £>0. If we take e such that r<25, we have the estimate of Lemma 1.
When InU<; -jV<0, we can have the estimates in the same manner with the above case if we move lines of integration of the right hand side of (3. 4) as following Thus we obtain the estimate i) of Lemma 1. We can prove the estimates ii), iii) and iv) of Lemma 1, using the fact that pi(Jt), AGO and pz(A) satisfy the following inequalities, Operating ^(,0= {/+ J?(^) -c(jc) -}"" 1 to the both sides of above equality, Using the estimates of iv) of Lemma 1, of (3. 16) and of 1° of (3. 17) and the inequality;
we have the estimate 2° of (3. 17) , that is,
The proposition of (3. 17) is nothing but Lemma 2. Since is a compact operator and l?iGO is a bounded operator, Gi(^) = GO'^GO is also a compact operator.
The proof of Lemma 2 is complete.
3) Proof of Lemma 3 (the case when iOO^O). 
